2001 nissan frontier radio

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. This brand new radio from OttoNavi is designed to be compatible with Nissan Frontier
Equipped with a new processor and new platform design, we gaurentee this radio to meet your
every expectations. Radio is intended for direct plug and play installation. Simply remove your
factory radio, plug in one end of the included harnesses to our radio, plug the other end into
your car harness and your radio is ready for use. Radio comes with one year warranty which
includes full tech support. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Brand: OttoNavi.
About this item Fitment: Nissan Frontier Direct plug and play install set up! Steering wheel
controls also compatible! Please make sure your car does not have "premium sound" or factory
navigation. One year factory warranty. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information Technical Details. Item
Weight 5. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I recently purchased this radio because it was
marketed as an OEM replacement. To my surprise, there is a gap above and below my radio. Its
not much, but its still enough to be annoying. An OEM replacement should fit exactly. Also, the
radio only came with the operating manual and not an installation manual. So I had to figure out
what to do on my own. It was easy enough. However, now that I have completed the install, a CD
will not fully insert into the radio. I contacted the OttoNavi. A simple email said, "did you take
the screws out of the top? Do you have a picture? Or even better, the installation manual? So
far, I have had no reply from them. Side note, not all the touch screen features worked. I had to
reset the radio about 3 times to get them to work. All in all, I am not impressed. One person
found this helpful. The only good thing is the radio. Instructions are poor, never seen a worse
set of instructions The Bluetooth never worked, GPS is poor and difficult to use, it would help if
it came with instructions that you can actually understand and step by step. I will be returning.
All they do is sent you to a website for help, difficult to find for your make and model for the car.
They say it fits but doesn't, I have a gap on the bottom of the screen. Too many harnesses to
figure out what should go with what. I was really excited about this product, but what a let
down. I purchased this twice for my 06 frontier, in both cases the unit would power up but had
no sound. The first time I called Amazon support line, they were no help and told me to call the
manufacture. I sent the first unit back assuming it as defective and promptly ordered another.
The new unit arrived and i had the same problem. The item description clearly states that the
unit will not work with the Nissan " Premium sound system". Well, I guess that my Rockford
Fosgate 6 disc changer is "Premium"? I am giving this a one star for the lack of manufacture
customer service support. A simple phone call would have saved me a lot of trouble. The radio
was listed a a replacement for the radio in my Frontier. It is NOT a good fit. Even after
manipulating the mounting brackets, I have a gap top and bottom. If you need to rely on good
directions you'll be in trouble. The instructions were hard to understand at best but basically
useless. Thankfully for my Frontier the plug in connectors where a match. Once complete the
CD would not accept a CD and it took awhile to realize that there were two pins thru the unit,
probably to minimize shaking damage in shipping but there is no mention in the instruction that
you need to remove the pins. Finally there are poor instruction for use of the unit. So far I have
not figured out how to set time and date and the booklet doesn't even address that subject.
Soon I will need to install the back up camera and the instructions for that are worse than the
radio instruction. IT's going to take a bit of effort. I was able to install this device in my Nissan
Frontier. It's an easy black wire to find, and I attached it to the brackets and worked perfectly.
The sound is way better than the older unit and setting up the bluetooth was easy. If you can
find something better for the price then don't buy, but most other radios I saw were more
expensive. Its a but outdated as technology. Its still works fine. No glitches, get it installed at
the shop tho, and it has a slight gap at the bottom. This fit perfectly in my Nissan Pathfinder.
Everything works as described and is "plug in play". The only thing that I still can't figure out is
where the AUX input is. I do not see one anywhere. However, I still give this 5 stars because the
AUX is not necessary because the system is bluetooth capable. The sound is great and
everything works perfect. Got this for my husband for his 07 Nissen Frontier. Came on time as
described - took my husband about 3 hours to install. Works great - no issues. He ordered the
backup cam to go with it. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other

items: bluetooth and cd player cube , gps turn by turn navigation , nissan frontier wheels , auto
navigation , touch radio , 1din by radio. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. FREE
Shipping. Available from these sellers. Buttons, Touchscreen, Keypad. Touchscreen,
Microphone. Buttons, Keypad, Touchscreen with Stylus Support. Buttons, Microphone,
Touchscreen. North America, South America. North America. Online map with traffic, Map app
with option of downloading Offline map data. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content.
Include description. Black 17 Items Gray 1 Items 1. Not Specified 23 Items Nissan 34 Items OEM
5 Items 5. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Placement on Vehicle. Left 5 Items 5. Right 2 Items 2. Front 23
Items Upper 1 Items 1. Center 2 Items 2. Not Specified 15 Items No Warranty 3 Items 3.
Unspecified Length 12 Items Brand Type. Genuine OEM 34 Items Not Specified 7 Items 7. Plastic
6 Items 6. Not Specified 35 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 14 Items Not Specified 27
Items Mounting Hardware Included. No 11 Items Not Specified 30 Items New Items Used 76
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 2.
Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Nissan Frontier. Enter Year Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Last one. Almost gone. Free
returns. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This
page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See
each listing for international shipping options and costs. Nissan Frontier Radio Antenna. Brand:
SKP. Fits Years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 98, 99, 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, Designed to work specifically with your vehicle Guaranteed against poor
workmanship and material defects Genuine OEM part Frontier King Cab more. Provides ability
to add a backup camera to factory radios on select Nissan vehicles with 4. Nissan Frontier
Antenna Mast. Brand: Replacement. Fits Years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, Nissan Sentra Antenna Mast. Fits Years: , , , , , , , 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05,
Nissan Pathfinder Antenna Mast. Fits Years: , , , , , , , , , 96, 97, 98, 99, 00, 01, 02, 03, Nissan
Xterra Antenna Mast. Fits Years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, Antenna Mast -- Radio Antenna Easily add a reverse camera to a factory radio for
select Nissan vehicles with 4. Metra Vehicle Mount for Radio - Black - ABS Plastic - Black more.
Stores are responsible for providing Bizrate with correct and current prices. Sales taxes and
shipping costs are estimates; please check store for exact amounts. Product specifications are
obtained from merchants or third parties. Although we make every effort to present accurate
information, Bizrate is not responsible for inaccuracies. We encourage you to notify us of any
discrepancies by clicking here. Store ratings and product reviews are submitted by online
shoppers; they do not reflect our opinions and we have no responsibility for their content.
Related Searches: less. Related Searches: radio nissan frontier , nissan xterra radio more.
Related Searches: nissan murano radio , nissan quest radio , nissan rogue radio , nissan titan
radio , radio nissan versa. By Seller Amazon. By Keyword. Related Searches nissan oem radio
nissan stock radio nissan radio connector radio faceplate nissan nissan radio kits nissan radio
bezel. Best Seller. Product Detail From PartsGeek. Product Detail From Amazon. Ads related to
nissan frontier radio. Use Bizrate's latest online shopping features to compare prices. Read
product specifications, calculate tax and shipping charges, sort your results, and buy with
confidence. Easily narrow your search and find the product that's perfect for you. Show: Free
Shipping Sales. Look at this picture,is it familiar? If you say yes,You probably are owners of
Nissan Frontier. You want to get a new aftermarket radio to replace your factory radio? To be
honest, This Nissan Frontier radio is easy remove. The new aftermarket radio in waving to you.
And what are you waiting for? Here is professional instruction. You may need to wedge a flat tip
screwdriver under the trim and pry up on it to remove the trim. Use a clean rag to protect the
trim from being accidentally scratched while prying up on the trim. Of course,there may have
other situations. If the steps of radio ramoval are too difficult to you,you should go to a car
radio shop to remove your factory radio. Here is a good aftermar
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ket car radio I want to share with you. It has many useful functions,such as bluetooth,3D
navigation,car DVR and so on. It supports 3D navigation maps with voice cues, cursors, road
planning and so on. You can set routes and go to wherever you want easily. It is equipped with
backup camera input for connecting rearview camera or intelligent security systems. It will
bring fun and convenience to your journey. This unit is pretty good,you can have a satisfied car
life with this aftermarket Nissan Frontier radio. Please make sure it really fits your Nissan
Frontier at first. Wish this essay can benefit you. Tags: Nissan Frontier radio. Your email
address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new
posts by email. Nissan 0. Dash board. Nissan Frontier radio removal step 2. Nissan Frontier
radio removal step 3. Nissan Frontier radio removal step 4. Nissan Frontier radio removal step 5.
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